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1. Introduction 

Much has been written about the distinction between Individual-Level and Stage-Level Predicates in 

English. The distinction is evident in English only in some very particular instances. Those instances, the 

English ILP/SLP diagnostics, will be reviewed in Section 2. However, the specific ILP/SLP diagnostics in 

English will not resemble the diagnostics in Spanish, of course. In Spanish, the ILP/SLP distinction is 

made evident in many sentences. Two different copula exist in Spanish: ser and estar. The predicates 

with which ser is used correspond with predicates regarded as ILP's. The predicates with which estar is 

used correspond with SLPs. 

The main purpose of this thesis is to develop diagnostics for the SLP/ILP distinction in Spanish, and to 

comment on issues of time and logical form that surround it. Nevertheless, since this thesis is written for 

an English-speaking audience, it behooves us to consider the distinction between ILPs and SLPs in 

English. In this way, the reader can more easily evaluate how the distinction between ser and estar may 

be an ILP/SLP distiction. 

Common predicates that can be seen in an SLP environment are: any action verbs, emotional states, 

physical conditions, and positions in space and time. Common categories for ILPs include certain states, 

occupations,shape, size, colors, and ages. Neither of these descriptions are in any way exhaustive. The 

nature of the SLP/ILP distinction will escape easy defnition and categorization. 

On a more technical note,following Kratzer (1988) and Femald (2000), I assume that the logical form of an 

ILP is a predicateof type <e,t>. That is, applying a proposition for any entity e you receive a truth value t. 

So, the process for determining the truth value of a proposition such as John is Norwegian is to consider if 

John exhibits the quality of Norweigianness. The truth value derived for an ILP predicate is largely the 

same regardless of what time it is, where a subject is located, etc. 

On the other hand, SLP's have a truth-condition of the sort <e, <I,t», where I is a location/time 

argument. So, if I said Ginger is happy yesterday, when Ginger was ~appy, it would not be fair to call me a 

liar because today Ginger is unhappy. The truth value of my statement entails only an instantaneous truth 
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value, not one that should be judged away from its time and location. 

The most fundamental logical statement is if P is true, then not P must be false. Ginger is happy and 

Ginger is not happy don't have to be contradictory if both statements have different I arguments; that is, if 

one is a statement made regarding a particular point in time and one is made at a different point in time. 

They are contradictory if they are made regarding the same pOint in time. See also Fernald (2000: pp. 129-

35) for further discussion of the logical nature of the time argument. Thailand is a country in Asia and 

Thailand is not a country in Asia are two contradictory statements regardless of immediate time 

considerations. Certainly, the statement Thailand is a country in Asia hasn't always been true; nor do we 

expect it to always be true. However, its truth value is not expected to vary with instants of time in the 

same way Ginger is happy may vary with time. So, the nature of the SLP escapeseasy explanation. 

2. English language SLP/ILP environments 

Before discussing SLP's and ILP's in Spanish, I want to first list the diagnostics for the SLPIILP distinction 

in English. Since the readers of this thesis are largely native English speakers, it is important that they 

realize that this distinction is alive and well in English. As a matter of fact, it is alive as well in numerous 

languages around the world, languages as diverse as German (Diesing (1992) and Kratzer (1988)), Irish 

(Doherty (1996)), Japanese (Kuroda (1992)), and Navajo (Willie (1999)). 

2.1. Existential and small-clause perceptual reports 

In English, most adjectives can appear immediately before a noun. This position doesn't tell us much 

about the adjectives. Adjectives in this position are adjoined at the N' postion. 

(1 ) a. The blue shirt is Dara's. 

b. Kate used to go out with the brown-haired boy. 

The following are some demonstrations of the un acceptability of ILP's in the existential construction [(3a) 

and (3b) (Milsark 1974)] and in small clause perceptual reports [(3c) and (3d) (Carlson 1977)]. The SLP's 

below are qualities that might vary from instant to instant. 
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(2) a. There were people sick. 

b. *There were people intelligent. 

c. I saw Sam tower over his friends. 

d. *1 saw Sam taller than his friends. 

The constructions above emphasize a transitional condition or inchoativity; generally, it is used when 

introducing a new state to the discussion. Now, the state doesn't have to be new in the real world, but 

rather the state should be being introduced to the discussion. Once it has been introduced, however, the 

state is no longer new to the discussion and can't appear again as a postnominal adjective. (4b) is 

redundantly introducing the chair into the discussion. 

(3) a. 

b. 

There was a chailj available. I saw that available chailj. 

Ther~ was a chairj available. ?I saw that chai~ available. 

2.2 SLPs with location- and time-related adverb phrases 

A more intuitive measure for the SLPIILP distinction is associated adverb phrases that put duration, 

frequency, or location at issue. So, modifier words and phrases like suddenly, often, on the porch, etc. 

are incompatible with ILPs, though they usually make perfect sense with SLPs (Carlson 1982, Kratzer 

1988). SLP's, which have a spatiotemporal argument to their truth conditions, find nothing contradictory 

in cooccurring with these types of adverb phrases. ILP's, which do not require a spatiotemporal argument, 

cannot cooccur with a spatiotemporal modifier. Below are examples of acceptable sentences in which 

SLP's are modified by spatiotemporal adverb phrases, along with their unacceptable ILP counterparts. 

(4) a. Damian was often tired. 

b. *Damian was often tall. 

c. Jennie writes letters on the porch. 
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d . "Jennie knows Angie on the porch. 

2.3. SLP's In a Progressive Construction 

Another manifestation of the ILP/SLP distinction in English occurs with the progressive aspect. SLP's 

alone are supported by a prgoressive fonn of the verb following a be-- auxiliary. The progressive form 

denotes an immediate interpretation of the predicate. Note the difference in interpretation between the 

present and the progressive. 

(5) a. John walks to work. (habitual reading) 

b. John is walking to work. (immediate reading) 

c. John walks to work everyday. 

d. ?John is walking to work everyday. 

We could make sense of (ad) if we restricted the scope of the temporospatial argument, to provide 

contrast between the most immediate present and the past, for instance by saying John is walking to work 

everyday since his car got wrecked. The immediate and time-relevant implications of the progressive 

make it impossible for ILP's to occur in a progressive form (c.f. "John is knowing French). SLP's that 

occur in a progressive fonn are usually acceptable in a simple present fonn, that tends to indicate a habitual 

or continuing state. An ILP can occur without trouble in a simple present form; however, an ILP cannotbe 

used in a progressive form without altering its interpretation. Use in a progressive form would have the 

effect of adding a time argument to the truth conditions of the ILP. Dowty (1979) analyzes the verbs stand 

and lie as having stative as well as non-stative fonns, which he claims are, in the stative case ILP's, and in 

the non-stative case SLP's. 

(6) a. The socks are lying under the bed. 

b . "New Orleans is lying at the mouth of the Mississippi River. 

c. New Orleans lies at the mouth of the Mississippi River. 

d . My brother was standing at the door when I left. 
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e. ·Carthage was standing on the southern shore of the Mediterranean. 

f. Carthage stood on the southern shore of the Mediterranean 

Note that in the above examples the verbs are the same for the stative and non-stative, differing only by 

the use of the progressive aspect. Since we know that otherwise all ILP's must be stative in fonn, and that 

all non-statives are SLP's, we assume that Dowty's analysis is correct. This is an exception to the 

tendency away from locativeltemporal adjectives and prepositional phrases (such as on the porch) with 

most statives and with ILP's. 

2.4 Coercion 

Fernald (1994, 1999 & 2000) has provided the clearest view of what is known as coercion and its relation 

to aspect. Coercion is the use of a predicate in an unusual context that alters or coerces its spatiotemporal 

interpretation, allowing an SLP to be interpreted as an ILP or an ILP as an SLP. Most predicates can be 

designated definitively as an SLP or ILP. The following is sentence would be generally interpreted as an 

ILP. 

(7) a. Brian is a jerk. 

Brian, we assume, is a jerk now, has been a jerk for an indefinite period of time, and will (as far as we know) 

continue to know be a jerk for a long time to come. So, there is a definite entity Brian, and all we must do to 

determine the truth conditions of the statement is determine whether he in fact he is a jerk (discrimination 

between objective and subjective detenninations is not a feature of the ILP/SLP distinction). In the typical 

situation, issues of time are not relevant to the sentence above. 

With the alteration of the tense from the simple present to the progressive, the sentence above can be 

interpreted as an SLP. 

b. Brian is being a jerk. 
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This sentence doesn't discuss Brian's continuing state of jerkness that is typically seen in the ILP analysis 

of the predicate in (10b)~ It addresses Brian'.s current jerk-related status and indicates the inchoativity of 

his state of jerkness. The sentence above, with the addition of a prepositional phrase, is now interpreted 

as an SLP. 

As was said before, the difference between an ILP and an SLP is that an SLP has an extra argument to its 

truth conditions. While an ILP has only the question of an entity and the truth conditions of the proposition 

to consider (in the form <e,b), an SLP has the additional condition of location time, as represented by I. 

Its logical form is then <e, <I,t». The truth conditions of in an hour include a consideration of time; 

therefore, the predicate is interpreted with the spatiotemporal argument in the logical form. The coercion 

is expressed in logical form as an argument instantiating the continuing state to a single point in time. 

AIAx3Q[Q(x,l) & Gy,I(Qx,l)(a(y)) 

The formula above merely takes the ILP propostion (a(y) where a is a predicate and y is an entity, and 

applies the ILP propostion to entity x at time I. This is a formal description of what is commonly known as 

coercion. Coercion is the alteration of the truth conditions of an ILP to those of an SLP or the alteration of 

the truth conditions of an SLP to those of an ILP. Above we showed an instance of the coercion of an ILP 

to SLP form. Some further examples follow. 

Progressive forms can also coerce a meaning from an ILP to an SLP. In this case, careful is a quality, 

which in typical ILP's is a personality trait or characteristic. The progressive coerces it into a SLP reading in 

(11 b), where Patty is careful for the moment. (11b)'s implications as to whether Patty is careful at other 

times is unclear. See Fernald (2000), Stump (1985) and Partee (1977) for more discussion of progressive 

tense ILP coercion. 

(8) a. Patty is careful. 

b. Patty is being careful. 

What is really fascinating is that the use of the progressive is clearly ILP to SLP coercion, not a marker 
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changing statives to inchoatives. Stative stage-level predicates like be asleep do not compose with the 

progressive. If·the progressive were an expression of inchoativity, we would expect to see it operate 

similarly on SLP statives. 

(9) c. ?Patty is being asleep. 

d. ?Patty is being tired. 

To demonstrate the real nature of coercion, think about nationality. For further discus ion of nationality as 

affected by Evidential Coercion, see Fernald (2000:66-69). Nationality is a predicate usually considered to 

be an uncoercible ILP, as in the following: 

(10) a. ?Karl is German in his chair. 

Why then do we get the following? 

b. Nigel is British. 

c. Nigel is being very British. 

Consider the following sentences, however. 

d . Chris is Angolan. 

e . ?Chris is being very Angolan. 

Being Angolan and being British seem to be very similar semantically. However, the essential distinction 

between the two is that we associate certain cultural stereotypes with being British which are qualities that 

can be turned on and turned off, whereas being Angolan does not connotate any qualities beyond simple 

nationality. If there were a behavioral characteristic associated with being Angolan beyond simple 

nationality, an SLP quality of being Angolan, then Chris is being very Angolan would be acceptable. This 

demonstrates that the real nature of coercion has to do with a fairly subjective process of attempting to get 

a reading for how a typically individual levelpredicate could have stage-level implications. 
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2.5. Postnominals 

Attempts to simplify the relationship between ILP's and SLP's usually reduce the relationship to 

identifiying ILP's as so-called "permanent" predicates on one side, and identifying SLP's as so-called 

"temporary" predicateson the other. However, there are numerous predicates which clearly occur in SLP 

or ILP environments, yet conflict with the "permanent" or "temporary" definition. 

Some permanent predicates can appear as postnominal adjectives, a position reserved in general for 

SLPs. See Rapoport (1991) and McNally (1993) for more on depictives, and Mllsark (1974) for more on 

existential postnominals. 

(11) a. When I opened the cage, I saw my gerbil dead. 

b. When I opened the cage, I saw my gerbil dirty. 

c. *When I opened the cage, I saw my gerbil pure-bred. 

d . There were three windows broken. 

e. There were three windows open. 

f. *There were three windows stained-glass. 

Consider broken and dead above. These permanent states are resultant states of the accomplishment 

verbs die and break. Resultant states of achievement verbs are not acceptable in postnominal, however, 

indicating that they don't recieve an SLP reading. 

g . *It's good to see French known well. 

h. *It's good to see cherry cobbler liked greatly. 

Louise McNally (1992) addressed the SLP and ILP aspects of depictives in her Ph.D. thesis. 

She states that the depictive implies a "spatio-temporal parameter" in at least one of the predicates. 

Rapoport (1991) takes the position that allILP's are forbidden from occurring in depictives. McNally points 
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out that where two predicates occur in a depictive, one can be an ILP if the other is an SLP that places time 

restrictions on the state expressed by the ILP. 

2.6. Time as an argument of SLPs 

ILP's are supposedly permanent predicates, and SLP's are supposedly temporary. This definition does 

describe the distinction between some ILP's and SLP's. In many instances though, a predicate that is not 

permanent is not an SLP, and a predicate that is not likely to end soon fits the diagnostics of an ILP. 

Below, permanent states expressed as the resultant states of accomplishments were shown above to be 

SLPs. 

(12) a. I saw my gerbil dead in its cage. 

b. There was a vase broken on the floor. 

In other cases, states that are hardly permanent cannot be used with adverb phrases of time, and thus 

don't appear to be SLP's. 

(13) a. 

b. 

*My nephew was an infant in an hour. 

*My house is usually new. 

Certainly no one would suggest that dead or broken, which occur in an SLP environment, are temporary 

states. Nor would anyone believe that being an infant or a house being new are permanent states: 

however, above we see that both fail to fit the SLP environment. The crucial part of the distinction is that 

SLPs hold time at issue or as an argument, and that ILPs occur independent of immediate time 

considerations. (Fernald 2000) 

I suggest that what makes an SLP an SLP is that SLP's, including SLP statives, have at least one potential 

time boundary (usually the initial boundary), while ILP's seem to have indefinite time boundaries, if they 

have them at all. Broken, for instance, is an SLP, that while not temporary, is a stative with a clear initial time 
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boundary, usually definable within a few seconds, such that one can say, At 10:58, I saw the vase whole: 

at 11 :01 , I saw it broken on the floor. This is the spatiotemporal argument at work. On the other hand, 

one could arguably say that being class president or being an infant, while their duration is generally a 

span of only months or a few years, there isn't a definite pOint at which one would typically say the 

following: 

(14) a. ?My nephew David started being an infant. 

b. ?Hugh started being class president. 

Relevant predicates to the beginnings and the endpoints of those states exist: stepped down, resigned, 

was elected, was born, etc. They are SLP's. However, semantic consideration of the states themselves 

doesn't involve their beginning or end points. Similarly, while one can say Janie got tall or Janie got older 

there is not a definite moment at which Janie's change of state occurred; the change of state was 

prolonged. 

Stative SLP's can perSist for long periods or short periods and still retain their SLPhood. Fernald (2000) 

cites the following, which I would claim is a perfect example of the potential for change of an enduring SLP 

stative compared to an ILP stative. 

(15) a. Whenever I land in New York, lights are on. 

b. *Whenever I land in New York, buildings are tall. 

The difference between the two is that we can imagine all the lights in New York suddenly going off, 

however, unlikely it may be; while we don't allow the potential for the buildings to cease to be tall. 

3. The SLP/ILP distinction in Spanish 

The SLP/ILP distinction is alive and well in Spanish, particularly in the manifestation of the distinction 

between ser and estar. Bolinger (1944,1947,1973) has done most of the legwork on this subject in his 

essays on ser and estar. His observations in these essays tend to echo exactly what we have seen. In 
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fact, he compares the usage of ser and estar to what would later be identified as numerous SLP/ILP 

diagnostics. The division of predicates acceptable with the two copula match almost perfectly with the 

division of predicates listed for ILP's and SLP's. For instance, just as sad, tired, sick, drunk, and stoned 

are SLP's in English, triste, cansado, enfermo, borracho, and volando are used in aU non-coerced 

environments with estar. Similarly, aspects of occupation, gender, color, and personal characteristics (aU 

ILP's in English) are associated with ser. 

3.1. Bolinger's Ser and Estar Hypothesis 

The first thing to be done is to develop a justification of the claim for the relationship between the 

distinction between predicates used with ser and estar and the distinction between SLP's and ILP's in 

Spanish. This will be little trouble, considering that Bolinger has provided a good foundation for what we 

are going to say. He establishes in the beginning of his first essay that the two copula are complementary, 

that they cannot mean the same thing when used with the same environment, that Juan es calvo cannot 

mean the same thing as Juan esta calvo. He also dispatches with some of the common explanations of 

language teachers: that estar corresponds to subjective accidence and ser corresponds to subjective 

essence. Also, he states that Bull (1944) has eliminated the permanent/temporary description we 

addressed before. 

Bolinger's analysis of the question is that estar is a simple logical yes/no; on the other hand, ser requires 

a subjective determination of what is habitually true, to generalize across time (to put words in his mouth). 

While the purpose of reviewing his argument is not to debunk his argument, I think Bolinger's 

subjective/objective distinction leaves something to be desired. Subjective judgements like esta enojada 

('she's angry' ) are not at all incompatible with the use of estar. In addition, readily evident statements like 

the perennial EI cielo es azul ('the sky is blue') gets a transitory reading when used with estar: EI cielo 

esta azul seems to imply that the sky will not always be blue. Bolinger would counter that this is simply an 

implication, while the literal meaning of the sentence using estar entails only an instantaneous poll of the 

color of the sky. It seems to me much more intuitive and more reflective of the time considerations to 

analyze the distinction as one based on the time argument. Consider that the following sentence is not 

acceptable in Spanish. 
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(16) *Mi perro es muerto. 

My dog is(ser) dead. 

By his logic, one would have to be able to generalize, by using ser, that not only is my dog dead now, but 

it's always going to be dead from now on. This is not however the case; estar is universally used with 

muerto and other resultant states such as quebrado (broken). In fact, the case with estar (m; perro esta 

muerto) encompasses both the immediate observation of my dog's state as well as the generalization of it. 

Nevertheless, I do think that Bolinger's theory (where it works out) has some interesting points of contact 

with the logical form Fernald designed for the conversion of an SLP to an ILP. 

AxGI[a(x,I)] 

This logical form above states that the coercion of an SLP to an ILP takes a property of the sort <e,<I,b> 

(an SLP), and applies _an entity to a generalization of the property across time. If we attempt to apply 

Bolinger's theory to the SLPIILP distinction, to put words in his mouth, his theory would predict that every 

proposition is initially of the sort <e, <I,t», since, by his claims, every predicate used with ser is a 

generalization of its reading with estar. This is not the sort of assumption I would like to make, especially 

since most coercion is a very definite process that generally requires a specific context or particular, 

usually exceptional construance of the predicate. More importantly, it tends more often to go from ILP to 

SLP, instead of the reverse. If all propositions were underlyingly of the logical form <e, <I,b>, there would 

be no need for elaborate mechanisms (logical or linguistic) to construe their generalized form <e,b as 

an<e,<I,b> proposition. One would simply need to remove whatever mechanisms caused them to be 

construed as generalizations. Instead, their most bare form appears to be the generalization, rather than 

the instantiation, the essence and not the accidence. 

3.2. Bolinger's Ser and Estar Papers 

Bolinger (1973) makes a somewhat prophetic statement: "To the best of my knowledge no semantic 

parale" [to the ser / estar distinction] has ever been pointed out, though various rules of thumb are 
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offered in teaching manuals .... Yet if recent thinking about linguistic universals is valid, we should suspect 

that something so fundamental should at least show up somewhere .... " Four years later, Gregory Carlson 

(1977) introduced the terminology "stage-level predicate" and "individual-level predicate" in his Ph.D. 

thesis. Bolinger outlines some comparisons of the ser lestar distinction to certain semantic distinctions in 

English in his three articles on the subject. The distinction in the predicates he cites is identical to the 

distinction between state-level and individual-level predicates. Bolinger states that "{wJe do not ordinarily 

conjoin complements that in Spanish would call for different verbs {copula]". He uses the following 

English examples. 

(17) a. *He's wicked and afflicted. 

b. *He's home wise. 

c. ·What and where is the theater? 

Bolinger then offers some English example of conjoinable predicates in English. 

(18) a. He's sick and afflicted. 

b. He's home free. 

Bolinger also uses some diagnostics I'm a little uncomfortable with, but which 1'" present nevertheless. 

He claims that elements that would oneday be called SLP's are more difficult or cause more discomfort to 

use with the gramatically prescribed PP-movement instead of the movement of the object. He prefers 

ILP's in that construction, of the type: 

(19) a. Of what does it treat? 

b. From what city is he? 

to those describing SLP's, such as: 

c. ?In what condition is he? 

d . ?I don't know in what town they were. 
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e. ?The place at which they were was a little beach spot. 

The above are all Bollinger's judgments. Perhaps I have difficulty with the distinction above since I speak 

an variant of English learned about 60 years later than his. The abandonment of the whole-PP movement 

is (I imagine) a relatively recent process, since the formal vestiges still exist in modem-day English. Even 

he expresses his misgivings about this diagnostic, though. 

More importantly, he very briefly addresses a complex issue. He states that what he calls 'postmodifiers', a 

category which includes postnominal adjectives, occur exclusively with what would later be know as 

SLP's. He gives this intriguing pair as an example of the semantic implications of postnominal adjectives. 

The only visible stars are Aldebaran and Sirius. (where they are typically the only stars ever visible) 

The only stars visible are Aldebaran and Sirius. (where they are the only stars immediately visible) 

Last, he says that parenthetical statements are typical with predicates that coocur with ser (ILP's) and odd 

with predicates that coocur with estar (SLP's). 

(20) a. John is, admittedly, quite clever. 

b. ?John is, admittedly, quite sick. 

c. The place he lives is, admittedly, at home. 

d. ?Mary and John are, admittedly, at home. 

e. The day was, for that time of year, unusually hot. 

f. ?The air was, for that time of day, unusually hot. 

3.3. Ser/estar In Spanish 

Ser and estar are two distinct verbs in Spanish that are both translated as to be in English. Some 

predicates can only occur with one verb and not with the other, others acquire distinct interpretations 

depending on which verb they are used with. Ser takes only ILP's, while estar takes only SLP's. Coercion 

both of SLP's to ILP's and ILP's to SLP's is possible in Spanish with ser and estar. 
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(21) a. 

b. 

Estoy cansado. 

be-estar -1.sg. tired-masc. 

'I'm tired' 

Es 

be-ser -3.sg. 

'She's generous' 

generosa 

generous-fern . 

The list of predicates that estar accepts without altering the meaning corresponds to the list of SLP 

qualities: emotional states like triste ('sad'), alegre ('happy'), and enojado (angry); phYSiological 

conditions like cansada ('tired'), borracho ('drunk'),enfermo ('sick'), and embarazada ('pregnant'); and 

location, as in estoya la esquina de Market y 11th ('I'm at the comer of Market and 11th'). 5er covers a 

wide variety of predicates: issues of time, including son las seis ('it's six o'clock') and es tarde ('it's late'); 

personal characteristics, including occupation, as in soyabogada ('I'm a lawyer), gender, as in soy mujer 

('I'm a woman'), and issues of age as in es nueva ('it's new), es viejo ('it's old'). 

3.4. Coercion of SLP's to ILP's 

Being happy is an attribute usually thought of as an SLP. Like being tired, it is particular to a time and a 

place. It is typically seen in Spanish as an SLP with estar. 

(22) a. Esta alegre 

be-estar-3.sg. happy 

'He's/she's happy' 

However, when 'alegre' occurs with ser, it is coerced into an ILP reading, with a meaning more like 

'cheerful' . 

b. Es alegre 
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be-ser -3.sg. happy 

'He/she's happy{by nature)/cheerful 

This is what is known as SLP to ILP coercion. It's not encountered in English with any frequency, if at all 

(while ILP to SLP coercion is common). Fernald (2000) derived the following logical form for the coercion, 

based on Kratzer's logical description (1988) of the SLP as having a spatiotemporal argument: 

Ax GI [ex{x,I)] 

This is to say that an SLP ex, of the logical form <e, <I,t» is generalized across multiple instances I where 

the SLP is true for the entity x. So, since it is generally true that Paco esta alegre {,Paco is (estar ) happy'), 

we can say that Paco es alegre (,Paco is (ser) happy/ a happy guy'). 

3.5. Coercion of ILP's to SLP's 

Similar to the coercion we have see in English, Spanish allows coercion of ILP's to SLP's. 

Fernald's description (2000)of ILP to SLP coercion follows the same logical pattern as was seen earlier: 

AI Ax 30 [O{x,l) & Gy,I{Oy,l)[ex{y)]] 

That is, for an ILP ex, of type<e,t>, there is an event 0 at which the predicate can be observed to be true 

for entity x on a reading at location and time I. This is manifested in Spanish with ILP predicates used with 

the SLP copula estar. Below is a typical sentence using ser, the ILP copula, with an ILP predicate guapo 

('handsome'). 

(23) a. Jose es 

Jose be-ser- 3.sg. 

'Jose is handsome' 

guapo. 

handsome-masc. 

Guapo 'handsome' is characteristically an ILP. However, when used with estar, it can indicate that 
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someone is handsome only for a brief period of time. 

b . Jose esta guapo 

Jose be-estar .3.sg handsome-masc. 

Jose is (looking) handsome (e.g. tonight). 

This method of coercion can be used with a great number of typicaIILP's. 

3.6. Uncoercible predicates 

There are certain predicates that cannot be coerced into a different reading. 

Some ILP's cannot be interpreted as SLP's. Inteligente 'intelligent' is one example. 

(24) a. 

b. 

Jorge es 

Jorge be-ser - 3.sg. 

'Jorge is intelligent.' 

inteligente 

intelligent 

"Jorge esta 

Jorge 

inteligente. 

be-estar -3.sg intelligent 

'Jorge is (being) intelligent.' 

Some SLP's cannot be interpreted as ILP's. In the instance below, 

(25) a. 

b. 

Juana 

Juana 

'Juana is dead.' 

esta muerta. 

be-estar -3.sg. dead-fem. 

"Juana es muerta 

dead-fem. Juana be-ser -3.sg. 

'Juana is dead' 
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These uncoercible stage-level predicates are frequently resultant states of accomplishments. They are 

used only with estar. I would predict that these SLP cannot be coerced to ILP form because they-cannot 

be construed in a more permanent sense. 

(26) a. 

b. 

Mi perro 

poss.1.sg. dog-masc. 

'My dog is dead' 

EI 

the-masc. 

vaso 

glass 

'The glass is broken' 

3.7.ILP/SLP adjuncts 

esta muerte. 

be-estar -3.sg~ dead-masc. 

esta roto. 

be-estar -3.sg. broken-masc. 

There are fewer instances in Spanish where a bare plural is acceptable, when compared with English. 

There is a word in Spanish hay which roughly corresponds to the English phrase there is/ there are. An 

ILP adjunct is unacceptable. 

(27) a. 

b. 

*Hay 

There are 

*Hay 

There are 

doctores 

doctors 

profesores 

professors 

Though an SLP works in the adjunct position. 

c. 

d. 

Hay 

There are 

Hay 

doctores 

doctors 

profesores 

teniendo experiencia. 

having experience 

sabiendo 

knowing 

trabajando 

working 

escribiendo 
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German 

en la sala de operacion. 

in the room of operation 

articulos para publicaci6n. 



There are professors writing articles for publication 

3.8. Location in Spanish 

One of the primary uses of estar in Spanish is to describe the location of a person. 

(28) Juana esta en su oficina. 

Juana be-estar -3.sg.fem. in poss. office 

Juana is in her office. 

However, when location is not a temporary issue,other locatives can be used, such as quedar a ... (lit. 'to 

stay at..') or hal/arse a (lit. 'to find oneself at. . .' ). 

(29) a 

b. 

EI banco se halla ala esquina de Park y Rutgers. 

The bank REFL find-3.sg. at the corner of Park and Rutgers. 

'The bank is found at the corner of Park and Rutgers.' 

Chicago 

Chicago 

queda aJ lado de Lago Michigan. 

stays on the side of Lake Michigan 

'Chicago sits on the shore of Lake Michigan' 

4. The Spatlotemporal Argument: Aspect, Viewpoint, SLP's and ILP's 

Spanish contains two past tenses where one exists, the simple past, in English. One tense, the 

imperfect has a range of interpretation, either that of a continuing action, or a repeated action. The 

preterite considers an instantaneous event or occurrence. The distinction between the two tenses in 

Spanish is in fact quite similar to the distinction between the simple present and the present progressive, 

or the simple past in English. The relationship of the ILP/SLP distinction to the interpretation of these 

Spanish past tense forms is quite important. 

To reiterate, there are three pairs of linguistic distinction in Spanish of particular concern: the ser lestar 
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distinction, the ILP/SLP distinction, and the preterite/imperfect distinction in Spanish, with an accordance 

between estar, the SLP, and the use of the preterite. All these elements show a spatiotemporal 

argument in the consideration of their predicates. 

The consequence of the association of the spatiotemporal argument in Spanish with the preterite is that 

any ILP considered in terms of the preterite is coerced into a transitional or inchoative reading. That is, an 

SLP reading. This is a further diagnostic that shows that the ILP/SLP distinction exists in Spanish in a 

concrete way. 

4.1. Aktionsarten of the Spanish imperfect tense 

Before proceeding to analyze the SLP/ILP implications of the preterite, it is important to look at the 

general nature of the use of the preterite. There are two forms of the simple indicative past in Spanish. 

One is the imperfect form which can be used to denote ILP and SLP readings. The other is the preterite 

tense which can only take SLPs. 

(30) a. 

b. 

La ventana rompi6. 

The window break-pret.-3.sg. 

'The window broke.' 

?La ventana 

The window 

rompfa. 

break-imp.-3.sg. 

'The window kept breaking.' or 'The window periodically broke.' 

Since the window broke is a once-only predicate with a singular theme, we can't get a periodic reading on 

the imperfect reading. It is hard to imagine slowing down the instantaneous process of the window 

breaking to the pOint where it would be relevant to talk about the window being in the process of breaking. 

This is what Carlota Smith (1991) refers to as a semelfactive. It doesn't allow a durative reading. So, since 

the two readings entailed by the imperfect are eliminated: the durative reading by the semelfactive 

predicate, and the periodic reading by the singular theme and once-only predicate, a predicate as in the 
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window broke which can only occur once. We can see this by exaining the same sentence with a plural 

theme. 

c. Las ventanas rompian. 

The windows break-imp.-3.pl. 

'The windows kept breaking.' 

In this instance, despite having a once-only predicate, we can have a periodic reading in which the 

windows broke one after the other in succession. Alternatively, a semelfactive that is not once-only but a 

repeatable action can receive the imperfect in the instance whether the theme is plural or singular. 

(31 ) La ventana abria. 

The window open-imp.-3.sg. 

'The window kept opening.' 

States, accomplishments, and activities can all occur easily with the imperfect. 

(32) a. State: Mi hermana sabia la verdad. 'My sister knew the truth' 

b. Activity: Mi padre nadaba. 'My father swami went swimming' 

c. Accomplishments:Vincent pintaba un retrato. 'Vincent painted a picture' 

The other Aktionsarten class that occur with the imperfect is the achievement. Achievements are 

interesting in that their occurence with the imperfect, a form that implies that the achievement is in the 

process of occurring and doesn't entail its completion. The preterite, on the other hand, only allows an 

interpretation of the achievement as completed. Consider the sentence below. 

(33) a. Los Eagles ganaban el partido mientras yo miraba, pero fueron los Jets que ganaron en 

fin. 

The Eagles were winning(imp.) the game while I was watching(imp.), but it was the Jets 

that won (pret.) in the end. 
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In the sentence above, ganaban , the imperfect of ganar (to win), entails that Eagles were simply ahead in 

the game, not that they were completing their victory. Ganaban el partido is more like an activity in the 

sense that the truth value of the predicate has nothing to do with whether anything was actually achieved. 

The preterite of ganar does entail the achievement, and so denotes that it was the Jets who won the 

game, even though the Eagles were winning at one point. 

4.2. Aktionsarten of the preterite in Spanish 

Certain ILP verbs in English (know, own, like, etc.) have no non-coerced SLP form. In Spanish, the typical 

understanding of these predicates is roughly equivalent to their understanding in English. It is not 

surprising to know that when these ILP's are used in the imperfect, we get a reading very similar to the 

meaning of the typical usage in English. 

(34) a. 

b. 

c. 

Elena conoefa al obispo. 

Elena know-imp. [+pers]-the bishop 

'Elena knew the bishop.' 

Yo sabfa 

I know-imp-1.sg 

10 que 

that which 

'I know what happened last year.' 

pas6 el ano pasado. 

happen-pret. the year past 

Marfa querfa 

Marfa want-imp. 

ahorrar dinero. 

to borrow money 

'Marfa wanted to borrow some money.' 

However, the preterite tense allows the predicate to be coerced for an SLP interpretation. No ILP reading 

is possible with a preterite tense verb. 

(35) a. Elena conoci6 al obispo. 
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b. 

c. 

Elena know-pret. [+pers]-the bishop 

'Elena met the bishop' 

Yo supe 

I know-pret-1.sg 

10 que 

that which 

'I found out what happened last year.' 

pas6 el ano pasado. 

happen-pret. the year past 

Maria quiso 

Maria want-pret. 

ahorrar dinero. 

to borrow money 

'Marfa tried to borrow some money.' 

These coerced SLP readings of ILPs are largely available only with the preterite tense. The imperfect is 

seldom construed to have a durative or repetitive meaning of the SLP reading, only the ILP reading. 

(36) a. Marfa conocla 

Marfa know-imp. 

a mucha gente nueva. 

PERS many people new 

Marfa knew many new people .I ?Maria was meeting many new people. 

b. Marfa conoci6 a mucha gente nueva. 

Marfa know-pret. PRET many people new 

'Marfa met many new people.' 

The reasons for this are proably pragmatic, to avoid confusion of the two interpretations. The SLPIILP, 

stative/non-stative duality of these predicates is strikingly similar to the duality of lie, rest, stand, etc. See 

2.3 for further discussion of the duality addressed here and in Dowty (1979). The difference between the 

two is that the normative reading of conocer, querer, saber, etc. is an ILP reading and the exceptional 

reading is the SLP form, while in English, the normative reading of lie, rest, and stand is as an SLP, and 

the exceptional reading as an ILP. 

4.3. Endpoints: SLP's & ILP's, Perfect & Imperfect, Telic & Atelic 
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The question that unites our consideration of preterite and imperfect, SLP's and ILP's, semelfactives, and 

achievements is the question of endpoints. What do we know about when the predicate in question 

begins or ends? Are the endpoints definite or indefinite? 

The preterite is a perfective viewpoint. It there fore has a very clear set of endpoints. The perfective 

viewpoint, as defined by Smith (1991), considers a predicate in terms of both endpoints. This is most 

obviously why a semelfactive or achievement can occur with the preterite in Spanish: in both cases the 

predicate occurs instantaneously, with the beginning and the finish of an action occupying the same 

moment in time. A window begins breaking and stops breaking in an interval not long enough to be 

recognized for human semantic consideration. Similarly, to consider an achievement like reach the 

summit, the moment where one starts to reach the summit and the moment where one finishes reaching 

the summit are the same, despite the fact that there is a definite process of heading toward the summit. 

The imperfective viewpoint is defined by Smith as considering a part of a situation, neither its beginning or 

end pOint. The imperfect in Spanish can address activities or states that fit this description. Spanish 

imperfect can also consider accomplishments and achievements in progress, or multiply instantiated 

semelfactives. The question of multiply-instantiated semelfactives like las ventanas rompfan ('the 

windows were breaking') which contains multiple beginning and endpoints of the breaking process, one 

for each window that breaks: instead, it is the endpOints of the situation where windows are breaking that 

is unbound, rather than a single event of one window breaking. 

The SLP and ILP distinction also contains an element of the endpoints of the predicates in question. 

Definite endpoints tend not to be so important to the ILP/SLP distinction as potential endpOints. While an 

activity such as swimming is usually adressed from the imperfective viewpoint, as an SLP, as in the 

sentence below, there can alwaysbe an implicitend to the action not addressed by the grammar. 

(37) Juan nadaba, 

Juan swim-imp.3.sg. 

acabo, 

finish-pret.-3.sg. 

y 

and 

se sec6 

REFL dry-pret.-3.sg 

'Juan swam/was swimming, stopped (swimming), and dried himself with a toweL' 
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The imperfect in this instance is not a denial of real endpoints; the sentence above explicitly expresses 

definite endpoints. Since the predicate is atelic and durative, however, I propose that since there is no 

real relation between the beginning and end points of an activity, the Spanish imperfective viewpoint is 

slightly different from Smith's definition. Instead, I think the imperfective viewpoint in Spanish denotes 

atelicity, rather than a state or activity devoid of endpoints. As evidence, the same verb is fine in the 

preterite where it is used as an achievement. 

(38) Juan nad6 un kil6metro 

Juan sWim-pret.-3.sg. a kilometer 

'Juan swam a kilometer.' 

The ILP ISLP deals with the issue of endpoints as well. A predicate with a definite beginning pOint, even 

one that has no potential endpoint (like dead ), is nevertheless an SLP. On the other hand, nadar (to 

swim) an atelic activity and an SLP is typically used with the imperfect. This is because action verbs like 

nadar that have no implicit beginning or ending point have potential beginning and ending points that are 

completely unbound. While there is nothing implicit in nadar that entails that it must end at a certain pOint, 

there is also nothing that restricts it from ending at any point it likes. The ending of the activity of swimming 

would be instantaneous and at any time. 

Now, it is the case that certain ILP's could conceivably end at any time. Knowing French, for instance, is a 

state that could deteriorate slowly, or could be taken away instantaneously, say a car crash that causes a n 

individual to lapse into a coma, or to lose her memory. However, the typical nature of knowing French is 

that it is a long term aspect of one's identity that is considered not in terms of its temporality, but of its truth 

value. 

It's important to realize that coercion is a matter of degree, usually strongly dependent on context. 

Coercion is one of the many instances of the natural flexibility of language, used for amusement and 

dramatic effect. With enough context, almost any ILP can be coerced to an SLP, or vice versa. The only 

reason we can't say ??They left the Anny Angolan is for semantic reasons that make some ILP's more 

acceptable to the human psyche as being governed by time and space. I contend that for any ILP placed 
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in an SLP environment (or vice versa) the human mind will try its best to grasp the coerced form in terms of 

its new environment and added (or removed) spatiotemporal argument. Some predicates are simply more 

easily coerced than others. Spanish seems to be generally a more fluid environment for coercion than 

English, particularly because of the importance of ser and estar. 

4.4. The Spanish perfective and imperfective viewpoints and Ser and Estar 

An interesting aspect of the Spanish distinction in viewpoints is exploring the uses of ser and estar in the 

preterite and imperfect tenses. Ser is typically applied in the imperfect. Use in the preterite is usually 

acceptable with the distant past or a predicate with a definite end point. 

(39) a. Mi madre era abogada. 

poss.1.sg. mother be-ser -imp. lawyer-masc. 

'My mother was (used to be) a lawyer' 

b. Abraham Uncoln fue abogado. 

Abraham Uncoln be-ser -pret. lawyer-masc. 

'Abraham Uncoln was (distant past) a lawyer' 

This usage in the distant past seems to be more easily understood in terms of Smith's definitions of 

viewpoint. She says that the perfective viewpoint (which preterite is one tense of) considers the 

beginning and end points of the predicate. Where something is in the distant past, it is easier to consider 

simultaneously the beginning and end points of the predicate; conversely, it is also more difficult (or less 

relevant, depending on how you see it) to consider the predicate as a continuing activity or state. 

Estar is a tough verb to understand in terms of when the imperfect is used and when the preterite is used. 

The preterite emphasizes that the action or state described by thepredicate is instantaneous. So, (a) 

describes both a situation in which I was angry before and after I was told my car had been stolen and one 

in which I became angry on hearing the news, while (b) describes only the situation in which I became 

angry. In addition, (a) allows for a durative state, whereas (b) allows only an instantaneous anger, as is 
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seen in examples (c) and (d). 

(40) a. Estaba enojado cuando 

be-estar -imp.1.sg. angry when 

me dijo que mf coche habra sido robado. 

1.sg.acc. said3.sg. that my car had been stolen. 

'I was angry when she told me my car had been stolen.' 

b. Estuve enojado cuando me 

be-estar -pret.1.sg. angry when 1.sg.acc. 

dijo que mi coche habfa sido robado. 

said3.sg. that my car had been stolen. 

'I became angry when she told me my car had been stolen.' 

c . Estaba enojado hasta que 10 rencontraron. 

I was angry until they found it again. 

d . ?Estuve enojado hasta que 10 rencontraron. 

I became angry until they found it again. 

5. The spatiotemporal argument in estar 

5.1. Indefinite NPs, comparatives, and estar 

One interesting observation on the ser/estar distinction that Bolinger (1947) tried to explain came from 

Crespo (1946). Crespo pointed out the following example. 

(41) Usemos 

Use-imperative-1.pl. 

este acero, 

this steel, 

porque 

because (it) 

'Let's use this steel, since it is( estar ) more solid.' 

esta 

is-estar -3.sg. 

mas s6lido. 

more solid 

Bolinger points out that this is due to an exceptional reading and an implied comparison between this 

steel and other types of steel. He also remarks that a general comparison between steel and wood would 

require a use of ser, a situation I have translated into Spanish. 
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(42) EI acero es mas fuerte 

the steel is-ser more strong 

'Steel is stronger than wood.' 

que la madera. 

than the wood 

Since a particular type of steel is under consideration, the context in the first sentence is putting emphasis 

on this exceptional instance of steel consideration. In the second sentence, the steel being referred to is 

steel in general, being compared to wood in general, expressing a relation that is enduring, without 

relevance to time. The selection of the steel in particular does contain a definite spatiotemporal argument, 

since a sentence like, "This steeli is strong, but this steelj is weak" is true where the two steels indicated 

are distinct. Since the distinction is clearly dependent upon the situation (including aspects of time and 

location), it is fair to say that so-called 'pointing' determiners contain spatiotemporal relevance (particularly 

in the spatial aspects). Whether this spatiotemporality gets transferred to the predicates is unclear. 

To test this hypothesis, let's set up some other instances with 'pointing' determiners 'ese/a', 'este/a', 

'aquello/a' . 

(43) a. Este libro no es mfo. 'This book is (ser ) not mine 

b . "Este libro no esta mfo. 'This book is ( estar ) not mine.' 

The most simple test seems to defeat the notion that just the pointing determiner can coerce the whole 

predicate. Perhaps it has to do with the sense of singling one item out of a mass of others. 

(44) a. La biblioteca no tiene ese libro porque es ofensivo. 'The library doesn't have this book 

because it is-( ser )offensive.' 

b. "La biblioteca no tiene ese libro porque esta ofensivo. 'The library doesn't have this book 

because it is-(estar) offensive.' 

The real nature of the coercion in Crespo's example is that a comparison occurs between a definite item or 

type of items and an indefinite homogenous mass. Pulling one type of steel out of the many types of 

steel is a temporary state in the sense that the typical status of steel is as a mass noun. Also, the nature of 
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the comparison is such that the truth conditions might vary depending upon what items the object in 

question is compared to. Since no definite NP is used in the comparison for Crespo's example, the 

generalization ranges over multiple comparisons with uncertain types of steel, yielding a spatiotemporal 

argument. 

(45) a. Prefiero este coche porque esta mas nuevo. 'I like this car better because it is(estar ) 

newer' 

b. Prefiero este coche porque es nuevo. 'I like this car better because it is (ser ) new.' 

This is not to say that all comparisons will coerce SLP's. The coercion is only going to occur where the 

comparison is between a definite object or class of objects and an indefinite set of objects. The 

comparison between two definite objects is uncoercible. 

(46) a. Marfa es mas alta que Alma. 'Marfa is (ser ) taller than Alma.' 

b. *Marfa esta mas alta que Alma. 'Marfa is (estar) taller than Alma' 

Note that the sentence above would be readable where the height relation between the two girls was 

varying; for instance, if Marfa were on stilts and Alma was characteristically taller than Marfa. It would not be 

acceptable to use the above sentence where Marfa is characteristically taller than Alma. 

Consider this in terms of a similar English trouble with comparisons, where a comparison between a 

definite and a indefinite group can produce similar ambiguities. 

(47) a. Jennie is always taller than the man she's dating. 

b .. ?? Jennie is always taller than that man she's dating. 

The first sentence is a generalization across the group of men Jennie dates. The man she's dating allows 

the reading of an indefinite description, without reference to a particular man. That man she's dating is 

clearly in reference to a particular man. The only reading for the second sentence I can arrive at is that 

Jennie is wearing heels or platform shoes, and somehow she has the potential to be shorter than that man 
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she's dating. Note that the following sentence is ambiguous as to whether the man she's dating has 

definite reference or not. 

(48) Jennie is taller than the man she's dating. 

The removal of the coercing always element leads to a logical ambiguity. Similar ambiguity can occur with 

personal pronouns which allow ambiguity as to whether an NP is definite or not. 

(49) a. Kasparov has one advantage over his opponent: Kasparov is smarter. 

Note that adding a time-relevant modifier to the second clause makes his opponent take on an indefinite 

reading. Adding a time-relevant modifier to the first clause still allows the meaning in which Kasparov and 

his (definite NP) opponent have playe~ each other several times, and each time, Kasparov is smarter. 

b. Kasparov has one advantage over his opponent: Kasparov is always smarter. 

c. Kasparov always has one advantage over his opponent: Kasparov is smarter. 

Also, the earlier English examples work translated into Spanish. 

(50) a. Jennie es mas alta que el hombre que es su novio. 'Jennie is (ser ) taller than the man 

(def.) who is her boyfriend.' 

b. Jennie esta mas alta que el hombre que es su novio. 'Jennie is (estar ) taller than the man 

(indef.) who is her boyfriend.' 

This definitelindefinite ambiguity is much like the logical ambiguity of bare plural sentences that Carlson 

(1977) notes in English. 

(51 ) a. 

b. 

Firemen are availble. (specific and generic readings for firemen) 

Firemen are intelligent. (generic reading only) 
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This is further evidence that SLP's and ILP's should be treated, not just as distinct lexical entities, but as 

distinct logical entities. 

5.2. The logical form of the SLP 

The logical form of a sentence with a stage-level predicate is similar to any other, with the exception th,at 

the spatiotemporal argument in the SLP typically composes with the time or location of the predicate's 

relevance. It is important that the spatiotemporal argument be present in the logical form, since the 

truth value of the sentence will depend on which stage we apply the predicate to. Be low, I assign the form 

<I,<e,t» to estar, and the form «e,t>,<e,t» to the adjective cansado (tired) just as adjectives are 

analyzed in English. 

(52) Estoy cansado. 'I'm tired' 

e (1.sg.)(from morphology) <I<e,t> «e,t>, <e,t» (I) (from context) 

e <e,t> «e,t>,<e,t» 

e <e, t> 

5.3. Quantification in Spanish across estar 

The logical analYSis of (41) is very profitable when its nature isprobed more deeply. (41) is surprising, since 

s61ide (solid), an ILP, composes with estar in a non-coerced form. I propose that (41) functionsbecause 

the generalization mas in (41 lis quantificational, and the empty spatiotemporal variable supplied by estar 

is filled by the variable that mas quantifies across. 

(41) Usemos 

Use-imperative-1 .pl. 

este acero, 

this steel, 

porque 

because (it) 

'Let's use this steel, since it is(estar ) most solid.' 

esta 

is-estar -3.sg. 

mas solido. 

more solid 

There are three important parts of this analysis: first, that estar has a spatiotemporal argument; second, 

that that spatiotemporal argument can be filled by quantification; and third, to realize that the use of mas in 

(41) entails quantification. The first part should be clear from the previous partof this thesis. The second 
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part will be demonstrated by examples. The third part is dependent on how you analyze the adverb mas. 

Quantifications need a variable a cross which to quantify. This is made evident by the examples below. 

(53) a. When a Moroccan knows French, she knows it well. 

b. When Mary speaks French, she speaks it well. 

c. ·When Mary knows French, she knows it well. 

As we can see in the examples above from Kratzer (1988), (53a) shows that one variable that a 

quantification can range over. The interesting dichotomy is the contrast between (53b) and (53c). Since 

speak is an SLP, there is a spatiotemporal argument which the quantification can range over. (53c) shows 

that the ILP know lacks the unfilled spatiotemporal argument across which the quantification must range, 

and since the NP is definite, (53c) collapses in its logical form, since there is no termporal argument to carry 

the quantification. In the logical diagram below, the unfilled variables are labeled "X' with a parenthetical 

denoting the type of unfilled segment. As you can see, the only clause that lacks an ")(" to quantify across 

is (53c). This violates our precept against vacuous quantificaiton, that for all "ifx(Q), the proposition Q must 

include an ")(" to quantify across. 

·When Mary knows French, When Mary speaks French, When a Morroccan knows French, 

"ifx ( e <e<e,t» e ) "ifx ( e <x(I)<e,<e,t>>> e) "ifx( x(e) <e<e,t» e ) 

De Hoop and de Swart (1989) argue against the prohibition of vacuous quantification, saying that "once 

only" SLP's violate the precedent set by the above sentences in (53a-c). They should match with (53b) in 

form, but don't share the same acceptability in the same environment as repeatable predicates. Contrast 

(53b) with (53d) below. 

(53) d. ·When a Moroccan kills Fido, she kills him quickly. 

However, I think it would be more accurate to say that what is occuring is that the once-only SLP has a 
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spatiotemporal argument, but one which cannot act as a variable, and so cannot be quantified across. This 

is like the definite noun phrase, whose variable is filled when it has reference to a definite object. Similarly, 

an SLP cannot bear the quantification variable in a quantifier if the SLP is referrering to a definite stage. 

(53) e. ·When a Moroccan sends in her tax return on April 15, 2000, she gets a refund. 

Additionally, the generalizations we are considering require a present tense form in both clauses. This 

implies that the generalization is based on some previous experience. It is distinct in its implications from 

future and past forms. Future tense and imperitive mood when clauses have an if-then implication. Past 

tense when- clauses are merely reporting past events. 

(53) f. 

g. 

When a Mororccan speaks French to you, speak French back. 

When a Moroccan speaks French to me, I will speak French back. 

h . When a Moroccan spoke French to me, I spoke French back. 

It is important to note that most quantifiers, regardless of their literal semantic meaning, can quantify 

sentences across variables introduced by both indefinite NP's and SLP's with indeterminate stage. While 

a/ways means literally, "lasting for all times, or existing at every instanf', which would seem to quantify over 

time, it also quantifies over indefinite NP's, as in A Morrocan always knows French. The semantic meaning 

derived from that sentence is not, "there is a Single Moroccan and she will know French for the rest of her 

life" (quantification over time), but rather, ''for all Morrocans, it is true that they know French" (quantification 

over indefinite NP a Moroccan). A Moroccan always speaks French will allow for quantification across 

either or both the indefinite NP and time/location of speaking. 

Having established the potential for quantification that binds the spatiotemporal variable, the third criterion 

for my claim about (41) is to demonstrate that the two forms of mas. which could be translated as "more" 

and "mosf'. Now,we would be tempted to develop two unrelated definitions for "more" and "mosf'. For 

instance,"3y3x more (P ) (x) (y)", which would translate as something like "the degree to which P is true for 

X is greater than the degree of P is true for Y ". One possibility for describing "mosf' would be to develop a 

totally different definition of "mosf', such as 3x3Y most (Q)(x)(Y), which would translate as "x exhibits 
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quality Q to the greatest degree of all items in the set Y". However, I think a simpler and preferable 

definition would be to state that "mosr is a generalization of "more", 3xV'y (more (Q)(x)(y» , translating as 

"it is true for all y not identical to x that the degree to which Q is true for x is greater than y". 

This will allow us to make sense of the dichotomy between (41) and (41 a). 

(41 ) Usemos este acero, 

Use-imperative-1.pl. this steel, 

porque 

because (it) 

'Let's use this steel, since it is(estar ) most solid.' 

(41 a) Usemos este acero, porque 

because (it) Use-imperative-1.pl. this steel, 

'Let's use this steel, since it is(ser) more solid.' 

esta 

is-estar -3.sg. 

es 

is-ser -3.sg. 

mas s6lido. 

more solid 

mas s6lido. 

more solid 

(41 a) has only the "more" reading, while (41) has only the "mosr reading. The best explanation for this, 

and what drove me to this analysis, is that the origin ofthe distinction between (41) and (41 a) is that, since 

the adverb mas allows for two different readings, the distinction between the two arrives from the fact that 

the use of estar allows for quantification across the spatiotemporal argument; in fact, it requires the 

quantification, since direct reference for the spatiotemporal argument is unavailable. If the quantification 

does notoccur, the spatiotemporal argument will remain empty, and the logical structure will collapse. The 

restriction to a "more" reading for (41 a) rather than a "mosr reading, springs from the opposite situation. 

The "more" reading is available because there is no spatiotemporal argument that needs filling. The 

"most" reading isunavailable, because there is no unbound argument, in any ind~finite NPor SLP, that 

can bear the variable for quantification. 

(este acero) 

e 

(este acero) 

e 

esta 

<x(I)<e,1» 

es 

mas 

«<e,1>,<e,t»,<e,t» 

mas 

<e,t> «<e,t>,<e,t»,<e,t» 
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s61ido 

«e,t>,<e,t» 

s6lido 

«e,t>,<e,t» 



As you can see, the estar sentence produces an x across which we can quantify. A quantification can 

and must be added to the logical form of the estar sentence to bind the variable introduced by the SLP, 

estar. This analysis is not made apparent in English because it lacks a distinction between SLP and ILP 

copula; English lacks also the ambiguity between more and most. 

6. Conclusion 

We have considered various manifestations of the SLP/ILP distinction in English (Section 2) and made a 

claim about the nature of the distinction (Section 2.6), and compared the English manifestations of the 

ILP/SLP distinction to the manifestations of the ser lestar distinction in Spanish (Section 3), and 

determined definitvely that ser is the copula typically used with ILP's and that estar is the copula typically 

used with SLP's. We also considered closely Bollinger's hypothesis on the serlestar distinction. Further, 

we studied the relation of aspect to the SLP/ILP distinction in Spanish and English, to justify the claim that 

the potential for change of state is necessary for SLP statives (Section 4). Finally, we took a look at the 

logical relationship between indefinite NP's and SLP's and ILP's in English and Spanish (Section 5). The 

purpose of this thesis is first, to justify the theory that the serlestar distinction one direct manifestation of 

the SLP/ILP distinction in the Spanish language. Second, this thesis is intended to develop a more exact 

sense of the environments in which the serlestar distinction manifests itself, as well as further 

manifestations of theSLP/ILP distinction in Spanish. Third, this thesis hopes to document the logical 

nature of coercion and to consider more carefully the semantic and logical distinction manifested by the 

SLP and ILP usage. 
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